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Friday and Saturday, November 6 and 7, in the Year of Our Lord 2015, were, without a doubt, days of
tenterhooks and cloud nine excitation for little ol’ me. I, after all, had scored the sweetest non-paying gig in
the western hemisphere as a volunteer for the 10th Edition of Austin’s Fun Fun Fun Fest, and had been
duly shitting myself in glorious anticipation for more than a week. Not only did my useless mostly-
unemployed ass have a place to go, but a place featuring several of the coolest musical acts on the planet.
I couldn’t wait for CHVRCHES, Grimes, Jane’s Addiction, Alvvays, Afrika Bambaataa, L7, Lauryn Hill, et.
al. Sure, there was Sunday the 8th, too, but I expected it all to come to a screaming apex with Grimes on
Saturday night, followed by none other than Wu Tang Clan to close the deal and seal the gates of hell.

I got up before six in the a.m. on Friday morning not just looking forward to FFF, but also the release of
Grimes’s new album, Art Angels . I fired up one of my many ancient Dell laptops running Linux Mint, and
proceeded to dance a wild jig when I saw that Art Angels was already posted on Spotify. It was time to
savor what the genius had wrought. We had all waited so long. It had been more than three years since
Visions blew us away and had us begging for mercy and more.

I sat down, shoved the earbuds into place, took a deep breath,  hit play, took another deep breath, and
listened. I listened once. I listened twice. This was certainly not Visions. I listened a third time. This wasn’t
the quirky apocalyptic sound-scape that I and millions of others were so desperately waiting for. This was
something else entirely. My initial impressions of Art Angels  were “she’s totally fucking with us, man.” It
was as though I had been pranked.

I felt devastated, even pissed. There was a Swiftian turn here, indeed, but not the satirical “Jonathon” kind
one would expect from Madame Boucher. This one was more “Taylor” than “Jonathon” and I didn’t like it
one bit. Instead of castle urination, talking horses, filthy sub-literate humans, Lilliputians, or succulent
roasted Irish babies, it was “Bad Blood”. There was pop. Just pop. Straight pop. I didn’t get it. Still, I
couldn’t quite “Shake it Off,” either. I was irritated, annoyed, aggravated. Had I missed something? Were
there tracks that I’d somehow accidentally skipped?

I wasn’t alone in my stone cold disappointment. All the other Grimes fans I spoke to at FFF were
dismissing Art Angels  as a pop mess, if not, horrors, an absolute sellout.

“Yeah,” one of my supervisors snarled, “I heard it was just a buncha dance pop shit.”

“No comment,” said another volunteer, obviously too stricken in her disappointment to venture either an
indictment or defense of the Canadian producer/popstar/visual artist/performance artist/pop visionary‘s
latest offering.
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It was as though we were Hitchcock fans who anticipated North by Northwest and got Glitter instead.

“She’s a weirdo,” said another, though I think it was meant in a more backhanded complement kind of way
than any sort of condemnation of Grimes’s newest album.

I couldn’t find one encouraging word among the range of Grimes fans as I kicked around the ground of my
hometown feeling dejected, deflated, discouraged and thousands more negative emotions too numerous
to inventory without collapsing into a human puddle of plaintive wails and shuddering tears.

Had the world’s latest, and perhaps last, great hope for sonic transcendence sold her soul and the future of
music to the EDM Pharisees for a bagful of shekels? Was Fun Fun Fun Fest going to be her Newport Folk
Festival? When she cranked out “California” or “Flesh without Blood,” would the purists scream “Judas!”? I
was on the verge of being such a purist. I wasn’t alone.

Still, I managed to remain exhilarated. After all, we still had CHVRCHES, Wu Tang Clan, and others to look
forward to. Despite all of my initial disappointment, I hadn’t completely given up on the world’s greatest
Garageband commando. A tiny, delicate glimmer of hope remained for her Saturday night show. I held it
tightly during the night to keep it safe and warm. We fell asleep listening to, you guessed it, Art Angels .
When I awoke, per usual, my brain screamed for coffee.

But my little friend was gone.

I’d lost my warm grip on the poor little spark during the night. It had no doubt expired and dissipated into
the muggy Austin atmosphere never to be returned or resurrected. My disappointment returned. Sadness
weighed heavily on my heart. All hope was lost.

However, when I arose to make coffee, my heart quickly rose like a helium balloon. I saw the 2 foot
diameter hole ripped through the front door ringed by embers and charred metal and the various scorched
markings all over the carpet and walls. I couldn’t help but smile. Our little friend, fueled by the mostly
unconscious fourth listening, was quite alive and well, and had gone off to do his bidding elsewhere.

On Saturday night, just as the sun was setting, I managed to con my way onto the ADA platform at the
Blue Stage. I had a perfect vantage point for vetting Grimes’s show, and more importantly, her attitudinal
bent. After suffering through Neon Indian [Yes, Viva Denton as “little d”, but NI ain’t my cup of tea], the time
had arrived.

I watched the stage décor going up amid the blood-red lighting.

“Is that chain mail” I asked my fellow volunteer.

She just shook her head and said, “She’s a freak.”

“Isn’t that why people like her?” I asked.

She stood there all stoic, before cracking a tiny and mischievous “I’ve got a secret” smile.

“I saw her sound check this morning. She curses like a sailor.”

“Was she mad about something? Was the sound fucked up? Was shit going wrong?” I inquired.

“No. That’s just how she talks.”

I found this immensely encouraging.

The crowd around us got denser and denser, as did the air of excitement. I couldn’t help but feel insanely
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excited myself. Art Angels  had finally hit a nerve somewhere, deep, but I still didn’t quite get it. I couldn’t
put it into words. There was an inkling, but nothing else. It was all below the surface and this made me
frustrated and ecstatic at the same time. An undefinable connection had been made. Maybe this is how
music is supposed to be?

There was an image in my head of a tiny gas pilot light calmly burning as a room hissed and filled with gas.

A blinding white explosion blasted from the stage. I’m not sure if it was real or imagined.

But worry of its genesis quickly died. There was Grimes dressed in baggy white t-shirt, red plaid skirt,
green and blue tartan tights, and white knee socks with stripes of reflective orange tape running up and
down them. She was joined by three dancers in olive jumpsuits with red ribbons draped around them,
twirling the ends of the ribbons like ritzy men twirling pocket watches on gold chains.

A closeup of Grimes appeared on the giant closed-circuit screen just to the right of the stage. I could see
the decorations in black make-up and hints of glitter below her right eye. They were huge tears. A tight,
slender braid fell from a small bun near the top of her head of blond hair and hung down to just below her t-
shirt collar. .

She was ready for battle.

She stood and faced the crowd like an electropop gladiator. She was tense, straining. She looked as
though she would explode in complete Scanners glory – her head and entire body a glorious mess of
blood, guts, and brains.

The crowd roared. They roared for blood and guts.

Thankfully, she remained intact, but still managed to give them exactly what they wanted, if only
metaphorically.

An alternating deep bass drum of quarter and hesitant eighth notes filled the grounds. It was quickly
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overrun by a a familiar synth flourish coordinated with blasts of blinding bright light. It was
“Circumambient.” The crowd released an even louder roar of approval, and I quickly got lost in the whole
performance as the dancers twirled their ribbons, and Grimes frantically ran back and forth between the lip
of the stage and her two consoles on a platform near the back, never once releasing the SM-58 from her
black-gloved hands. She danced, ran back to the consoles to turn knobs and push buttons, ran back
toward the crowd, sang, frantically flapped her arms, danced, sang some more, and jumped all over the
place. She ran rampant during the entire set making as much piercing eye contact with the crowd below as
humanly possible.

When she addressed the crowd between songs, her voice was fast, nervous, like some sort of trailer park
binge tweaker.

“I can’t wait to incorporate the term ‘y’all’ into my vocabulary,” she told the Texas crowd, her nervous breath
blasting the mic screen.

“Oh, by the way, I know my skirt is flying all over the place. These are plaid tights underneath, so it isn’t as
scandalous as it seems.”

She was a complete spaz, an endearing spaz, and one couldn’t help but get the feeling they were in the
presence of not just a bona fide musical, visual, and production genius, but a performance genius as well.
Somewhere, a couple of songs in, listening to a few of Grimes’ vocal flurries, it finally dawned on me who
she so much reminded me of vocal-wise, and also, now after just a few minutes,  performance-wise: Kate
Bush. Like Bush, she didn’t just show up to do a gig. She’d showed up to do a full-on show. This was
theatre. But it was anything but overwhelming theatre. There was just enough of it to complement the
music the audience came to hear and the artist they came to see.

Can you imagine Bush and Grimes working together? Grimes producing a new album by Bush??? How
about the two of them producing shows and videos together? The possibilities are endless. Wow. Talk
about a force…

It turns out that the chain mail was more like a net – something you’d use to catch a mermai d, or, rather
something that would go over a bulky load in the back of your pickup truck .

She played a mix of songs from both Visions and Art Angels : “Venus Fly”, “Scream,” “Genesis”, “Oblivion,”
and many others.

When Grimes said good night and left the stage, you could feel the sad vacuum she’d left onstage and
over the crowd. My co-volunteer said, “I could have listened to her all night.”

“Me, too,” I thought as I shook my head in an emphatic ‘yes’ . “Me, too.”

I wished that my girlfriend, a Grimes skeptic and big Kate Bush fan, had been there. She would have
eaten it up and finally understood what people like me see in Claire Boucher.

Grimes lived up to her end of the apocalypse bargain. The only reason we’re still here is, well, let’s put it
this way:

Ring! Ring!

“Hello.”

“Hello. This is Wu Tang Clan calling.”

Over the coming days, I delved deeper into Art Angels . I read interviews, watched videos, and actually
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bothered to look up the lyrics for the songs. For the most part, the album may sound like mere dance pop
on the surface, but below that surface is enough fire and pain to scorch souls.

This, this music makes me cry
It sounds just like my soul, oh
Oh I’m not ready to win
Oh lord cause I don’t wanna know what they say
Cause I get carried away
Commodifying all the pain

she sings on “California,” a song Grimes has called a hate track aimed at Pitchfork Mag.

And, hey, “commodifying the pain…”?

Where can you go wrong with a modernist pas de deux like that? It would do even Jean-Luc Godard, Mssr.
Moderniste himself, proud. It’s a jump cut, direct address to the camera, Marxist Diatribe, and two mile
tracking shot leading to a blood-drenched over the top car crash all in one. Grimes acknowledges that
she’s feeding the machine, but she’s only gonna do it on her terms. She’ll gladly feed it her pain, but not
herself. Her pain may be a commodity, but she isn’t.

Grimes is basically screaming, “I’m no fucking sex object!”

She represents not the children of Marx and Coca Cola, but Marx and a Punch in the Face. Grimes isn’t
Anna Karina, and will never be; nor will she come within 90 miles of Chantal Goya territory or fall into any
stupid traps like Francoise Gall. She is not the actress/girl singer/object/consumer product. She is the
auteur. She has agency and you’d better not fuck with her. Masculin-Feminin indeed.

And there’s much more where that came from. “Scream”, featuring Aristophanes, is anything but
conventional on the surface. It’s rapped in Mandarin and is nothing but a blunt and beautiful description of
pure sweaty sex. “Flesh without Blood” is kind of reminiscent of “Oblivion” from Visions, but a helluva lot
darker, or at least the musical surface is. Yes, I know what “Oblivion” is about . Yes, I know. It doesn’t get
much darker than “Oblivion.” Yes, I said, “surface”, “ musical surface”. There’s also the neurotically
soothing very Kate Bush-like “Belly of the Beat”, the harrowing “Kill v. Maim”, the title track and ode to
Montreal, “Art Angels”, and “Venus Fly” with Janelle Monae that takes yet another big swing at
objectification:

Oh, why you looking at me again?
Oh, why you looking at me again?

Why you looking at me now?
Why you looking at me again?

What if I pulled my teeth?
Cut my hair underneath my chin
Wrap my curls all around the world
Throw my pearls all across the floor
Feeling my beat like a sniper girl.
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It all comes to a calm, yet foreboding, end with “Life in the Vivid Dream” and “Butterfly” where Grimes
gently reminds us all:

If you’re looking for a dream girl,
I’ll never be your dream girl.

She may not be an object, but her music and lyrics are certainly radiant bits and pieces of a commodified
soul that I can‘t stop staring at. Though it’s not obvious under casual listening conditions, or even a couple
of intensive listens, Art Angels has upped the ante on Visions. It’s art about art for art’s sake and the
painful process of the artist within it and it’s well worth the extra time you’ll need to spend with it in order to
really, truly get it. Once you truly get it, you’ll know that like Godard who once exclaimed “Cinema plays
with itself,” for Grimes, music can play with itself, too. Long live the process.
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